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Assam Schedule VII Form No 132  

                                               Form no. (J) 2  

                               Heading of Judgment in original suit  

                District : Dhubri                                  

                IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF, BILASIPARA, DHUBRI.     

               Present :-  Mrs. Mridusmita Hazarika, AJS  

                               Munsiff, Bilasipara               

                               Saturday, 8th day of May, 2019.   

                                  Title Suit No :- 42/2012 

1. On death of Md. Jamal Mondal, his legal heirs :- 

(1). Oheda Bewa (wife)  

(2). Legal heirs of deceased Eazuddin Mondal (son) 

      (1) Hamida Khatun Bewa.  

      (2) Shahida Khatun.  

      (3) Sohida Khatun.  

      (4) Forida Khatun.  

      (5) Hamed Ali.  

      (6) Omar Faruk.  

      (7) Shajida Khatun.  

(3). Rohizuddin Mondal. (son)  

(4). Gias Uddin Mondal. (son) 

(5). Osman Ali Mondal. (son) 

(6). Sonjab Ali Mondal. (son) 

(7). Hanna Khatun. (daughter)  

(8). Halima Khatun. (daughter)   

(9). Alema Khatun. (daughter)    

S/O: Late Shahar Mondal.  

Vill: Kazaikata Pt-V. 

P.O.-Kazaikata, P.S. Bilasipara. ..…..…….. Plaintiffs. 

           

           Versus  

   

1. Rejuwan Ahmed.   

2. On death of Siddique Ali, his legal heirs :- 

a. Jabeda Bewa. (wife).  

b. Sahera Khatun. (daughter)  

c. Sahibur Mondal. (son)  

d. Eunus Ali Mondal. (son) 

e. Shaha Khatun. (daughter)  

f. Shajina Khatun. (daughter)  

3. Abdul Kuddus.  

4. Abdul Hoque.  

5. On death of Abdul Rasid, his legal heirs :-  

1. Hunufa Bibi. (wife)  
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2. Saddam Mondal. (son)  

3. Borhan Mandal. (son)  

4. Monsob Mondal. (son)  

5. Khadija Khatun. (daughter)  

6. Monowara Khatun. (daughter)  

All are S/O- Lt. Lokman Mondal.  

6. Abdul Gofur Mondal.  

7. Asir Uddin.  

8. Hashem Mondal (deceased).  

9. Isha Hoque Mondal.  

10. Nasu Mondal.  

All are S/O-Lt. Abdur Rahman. 

11. Hamida Begum.  

12. Halima Begum.  

13. Falani Begum.  

14. Aklima Begum.  

All are D/O-Lt. Abdur Rahman.  

 All are residents of Vill: Kazaikata Pt-V. 

P.O.-Kazaikata, P.S. Bilasipara, Dist-Dhubri.             

                             ………………Defendants.  

1. On death of Rostom Ali Mondal, his legal heirs :-  

(a) Amir Uddin Mondal. (son)  

R/O-Vill-Kathaldi, PS-Bilasipara.  

(b) Amela Bewa. (wife)  

(c) Yusab Ali. (son)  

        Both are residents of Vill: Kazaikata Pt-V. 

P.O.-Kazaikata, P.S. Bilasipara. 

(d) Sakina Bibi. (daughter) W/O- Moidan Ali.  

(e) Morzina Khatun. (daughter) W/O-Sumar Ali. 

     Both are R/O-Vill- Feshamari.  

     PO & PS-Tamarhat, Dist-Dhubri.  

(f)  Mullukjan Bibi. (daughter) 

     R/O- Vill- Mashaneralga, PS-Bilasipara.  

(g) Firoza Khatun. (daughter)  

     R/O-Vill-Suapata, PS-Bilasipara.  

2. ASO, Bilasipara Circle. 

PO & PS-Bilasipara, Dist-Dhubri(Assam).  

3. State of Assam,  

Represented by the Deputy Collector, Dhubri. 

PO, PS & Dist-Dhubri (Assam)  

                     ……………… Prof. Defendants.  

  

             This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 26.3.2019, 24.4.2019 in  

             presence of:  

             Advocate for the plaintiff:  Mr.  Ajibor Rahman. 

             Advocate for the defendant: Mr. S.U. Sk.  

   And having stood for consideration to this day, the court has   
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   delivered the following  Judgment:   

                                      

                                                  J U D G M E N T 

  (Suit for declaration of right, title, interest, confirmation of possession, 

correction of record and permanent injunction valued at Rs. 100/-) 

                Plaintiff’s case in brief: 

1. Plaintiff’s case in brief as revealed from the plaint is that one Yakub Ali 

was the original owner of a plot of land measuring 11bighas 4 kathas 

and 18 lechas covered by dag no 710 of khatian no 101, 261 situated 

at vill: Kazaikata part vi under the Bilasipara revenue circle, dist:Dhubri 

(hereinafter to be referred as schedule A land). Out of the schedule A 

land, the land measuring 3 bighas were recorded in the name of 

plaintiff and accordingly patta was issued in his name (hereinafter to 

be referred as schedule B land). The proforma defendant no 1 was also 

given patta over some portion of the schedule A land. After death of  

Jotdar Yakub Ali, the defendants namely Lokman Ali Mandal and Abdur 

Rahman were paid with the land revenues for the schedule B land. Long 

years back, when the schedule B land was in possession of the plaintiff, 

the entire schedule A land eroded into the river and when the land 

emerged out of the river, the schedule A land was recorded as khas 

land. But thereafter as per order of SDC dated 6.12.1970, the schedule 

A land was recorded under khatian no 101 dag no 710. As per order of 

SDC dated 6.10.78, the name of plaintiff along with Rostom Ali and 

Jamal Sk. were recorded over a plot of land measuring 4 bighas of land 

out of the schedule A land and the correction was made on 15.9.78. 

Being tenant of the schedule B land, the plaintiff got the rayati khatian 

over land measuring 1 bigha covered by dag no 710 (O) 1222(N) and 

land measuring 3 katha covered by dag no 710 (O)/1226 (N), but the 

plaintiff has been possessing 3 bighas of land as tenant.  

2. Lokman Ali Mandal and Abdur Rahman, who inherited the property of 

their father Yakub Ali filed a suit bearing no 172/83 against the legal 

heirs of Hosen Ali Hazi, who was tenant under Yakub Ali over a plot of 

land measuring 2 bighas 2 kathas 11 lechas covered by dag no 218/766 

of khatian no 261. The TS. 172/83 was dismissed by the learned Munsiff 

no 2, Dhubri on 25.5.95 due to which the title appeal bearing no 27/95 
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was preferred against the judgment and order passed in TS 172/83. 

Vide judgment and order dated 25.5.95, passed in TA no 27/95, the 

judgement passed in TS 172/83 was set aside, for which the second 

appeal bearing no 4/98 was preferred before the Honorable Gauhati 

High Court and the Honorable High court allowed the second appeal 

with indication that the defendants/appellant had got tenancy right 

over the land measuring 2 Bighas 2 kathas and 10 lechas and affirmed 

the rest of the decisions arrived by the first appellate court. But the 

defendants, in connivance with the settlement staff illegally recorded 

their names over land measuring 12 bighas 3 kathas and 4 lechas 

including the schedule A and B land by showing the judgment passed 

in TS 172/83, TA 27/95 and SA 4/98, without any decision of the first 

appellate court as per direction of Honourable High Court. The 

correction of record was done on 27.10.2010 without knowledge of 

plaintiff. Thereafter the defendants tried to take possession of the 

schedule B land by taking plea that they had got decree over the entire 

schedule A land and their names had already been recorded in the 

record of rights. 

3. On 15.11.2011, the defendants attempted to dispossess the plaintiff 

from the schedule B land but due to strong objection of plaintiff, the 

defendants could not succeed. The defendants threatened to occupy 

the suit land at any cost. Hence the plaintiff has filed this suit praying 

for the following reliefs: 

a. Decree declaring that the plaintiff is a rayot of the schedule B land. 

b. Decree declaring that the plaintiff being rayot has every right, title 

and confirmation of possession over the schedule B land. 

c. Decree for permanent injunction restraining the defendants from 

disturbing the peaceful possession of the plaintiff.  

d. Decree directing the ASO Bilasipara for correction of record in the 

name of plaintiff. 

e. Cost of the suit and any other relief. 

Brief Facts of written statement: 

4. Defendant No.1, 2(i) to 2(iv), 3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13, and 14 have 

submitted the W.S. jointly in this suit stating that there is no cause of 

action for this suit, suit is barred U/S 10 of the CPC, suit is bad for non-
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joinder of necessary parties etc. It is stated that plaintiff was never in 

possession of the suit land. The name of deceased plaintiff namely 

Jamal Sk and Rustom Ali were illegally recorded over the suit land 

without the knowledge of the defendants and hence some of the 

records were corrected in the name of defendants. It is denied that 

khatian was issued in the name of plaintiff as Rayot in respect of the 

schedule B land. The defendants have stated that the second appeal 

filed by the plaintiff was partly allowed wherein the plaintiff got tenancy 

right on the basis of record subject to the provision of tenancy act. It 

is further stated that the names of defendants were recorded on the 

basis of land record and their possession. The defendants have further 

denied the all the averments made by the plaintiff in his plaint. Hence 

the defendants have prayed to dismiss the suit with cost.  

5. During trial the plaintiff has adduced evidence of 7 witnesses, including 

official witnesses and also exhibited several documents. All the PWs 

except the PW 4 have been cross-examined and discharged. Evidence 

of PW 4 has been dispensed with due to his non-appearance. On 

closure of plaintiff’s evidence, defendants have adduced evidence of 3 

witnesses who have been duly cross-examined and discharged. 

6. I have heard the argument advanced by the learned counsels and 

perused the case record 

7. Upon perusal of pleadings, the following issues have been framed for 

proper adjudication of this suit: 

                                    I S S U E S 

i. Whether the suit is maintainable?  

ii. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

iii. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties?  

iv. Whether the plaintiff has right, title, interest over the suit land? 

v. Whether the plaintiff has possession over the suit land? 

vi. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the reliefs as prayed for?                  

            DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

Issue no i. Whether the suit is maintainable?  

8. The defendants in their W.S. have averred that instant suit is not 

maintainable in law and facts. I have heard the ld. counsels in this 

regard. Plaintiff in paragraph No.6 of the plaint has averred that 
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Lokman Ali Mandal and Abdul Rahman, S/O-Yakub Ali i.e. the original 

khatiyandar filed a suit bearing T.S. No.172/83 against the legal heirs 

of Hussain Ali Haji in respect of the dag No.218/766 of khatiyan No.261. 

Ld. Munsiff-2, Dhubri vide Judgment & Order dtd.25.9.1995 dismissed 

the suit. Challenging the Judgment dtd.25.9.1995 passed in T.S. 

No.172/83, T.A. bearing No.27/95 was preferred. Said appeal was 

allowed by setting aside the Judgment passed in T.S. No.172/83. 

Against the Judgment passed in T.A. No.27/1995, second appeal 

bearing No.T.A. 4/1998 was preferred and the Hon’ble Gauhati High 

Court allowed the appeal with indication that defendant appellants have 

got tenancy right over the 2B-2K-10Ls. of land. On the other hand 

defendants in their W.S. has specifically pleaded that the suit is hit by 

section 10 of the CPC. I have perused the Ext-8 i.e. the certified copy 

of judgment passed by the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in the second 

appeal No.4/1998. After perusal of the Ext-8, it appears that the 

subject-matter of T.S. No.172/83 included the land covered by dag 

No.710 of khatiyan No.101 i.e. the subject-matter of this suit. From the 

schedule of the plaint as well as from the Ext-8, it appears to me that 

the subject-matter of this suit is also one of the subject-matter in T.S. 

No.172/83 as well as second appeal No.4/1998 whereby the Hon’ble 

Gauhati High Court has already affirmed the judgment passed in T.A. 

No.27/1995. Thus it is apparent that the issue relating to the land 

covered by dag n0 719 khatian no 101 has already been decided vide 

Ext-8. Section 11 of CPC speaks about the doctrine of res-judicata as 

follows:   

“No Court shall try any suit or issue in which the matter 

directly and substantially in issue has been directly and 

substantially in issue in a former suit between the same 

parties, or between parties under whom they or any of them 

claim, litigating under the sale title, in a Court competent to 

try such subsequent suit or the suit in which such issue has 

been subsequently raised, and has been heard and finally 

decided by such Court.”  

Here in this suit also it appears that the dispute regarding the instant 

suit land has already been decided in the previously instituted suit i.e. 

TS 172/83. 
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Thus in view of section 11 of the CPC, I have arrived at the considered 

opinion that instant suit is not maintainable being bared by doctrine of 

res-judicata.  .    

Decision: Suit is not maintainable.   

Issue no ii: Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

9. In the instant suit, the plaintiff in the plaint has averred that one Yakub 

Ali was the original patta-holder of a plot of land measuring 11B-3K-

18Ls. covered by khatiyan No.101, dag No.710 situated at vill-Kazaikata 

Pt-V under Bilasipara Revenue Circle and plaintiff was a tenant of a plot 

of land measuring 3 bighas out of the total land. Plaintiff has been 

possessing the land as riot by paying rent to the landlord regularly. 

After death of Yakub Ali, plaintiff was paying rent to his sons namely 

Lokman Ali and Abdul Rahman. But during the possession of plaintiff 

over his land i.e. the B-Schedule land of the plaint, it was eroded by 

river and when the land emerged out, the same was recorded as khas 

land. However the land record was corrected later on as khatiyan 

No.101, dag No.710 in the name of plaintiff along with Rustom Ali and 

Jamal Sk over a plot of land measuring 4 bighas out of the total land. 

Accordingly being tenant the plaintiff’s name was recorded in respect 

of 3 bighas of land. But the defendants in connivance with the 

settlement staff of Bilasipara Circle illegally recorded their names in 

respect of the entire schedule-A land without knowledge of the plaintiff. 

The defendants further threatened to dispossess the plaintiff from the 

schedule-B land at any cost. On the other hand the defendants in their 

W.S. have denied the averments made in the pleadings stating that 

plaintiffs were never in possession of the suit land and they were never 

been riot in respect of the suit land. It is further stated that names of 

the defendants were recorded on the basis of possession and land 

records. Thus rival contention of both the parties in their respective 

pleadings clearly show that cause of action have arisen between the 

parties in respect of the suit land which is required to be adjudicated. 

Accordingly I am of the considered opinion that there is cause of action 

for the suit.     

Decision: There is cause of action for this suit.  
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Issue no iii. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties? 

10. The defendants in their W.S. have claimed that the suit is bad for non-

joinder of necessary parties. Ld. counsel for the plaintiff during 

argument has submitted that suit is not bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties. The ld. counsel has referred the judgment passed in 

AIR 1993 SC 1587 Lakshmi Shankar Harishankar Bhatt –Vs- 

Yashram Basta. On perusal of plaint reveals that instant suit was 

initially filed by Md. Jamal Mandal and on his death, his legal heirs were 

substituted in this suit. Further perusal of record reveals that plaintiff 

has filed this suit in respect of the land measuring 3 bighas covered by 

dag No.710 of khatiyan No.101 and jotdar khatiyan No.261. Ext-1 & 2 

show that land covered by dag No.710 and khatiyan No.101 is recorded 

in the name of Rustom Ali, Jamal Sk and Jamal Mandal and there is 

total 11B-3K-18Ls. of land. However only 4 bighas of land out of total 

land have been recorded in the name of above persons. Ext-1 & 2 do 

not specifically show the respective shares of each khatiyandar. In such 

a situation plaintiff ought to have made Rustom Ali and Jamal Sk as 

parties in this suit. However on perusal of the plaint, it appears that 

Jamal Sk or his legal heirs are not made parties to this suit. Being co-

khatiyandar of the suit land, the presence of Jamal Sk is very much 

necessary for proper adjudication of this suit and without him the 

instant suit cannot be decided effectively.  

11. It further appears from the evidence of PW 1 that after death of original 

plaintiff, his legal heirs were substituted in this suit except the legal 

heirs of one Jomiron Khatoon, one of the daughters of the plaintiff. PW 

1, who is one of the sons of deceased plaintiff, in his cross-examination 

has clearly admitted that one of his sister namely Jamiron Khatoon has 

expired. Being one of the legal heirs of deceased plaintiff, late Jamiran 

Khatoon had the similar right over the suit land unlike the other 

substituted plaintiff and their presence are very much necessary in this 

suit. But admittedly neither Jamiron Khatoon nor her legal heirs have 

been made parties in this suit. As the plaintiff has filed this suit claiming 

tenancy right over the suit land on the basis of inheritance, hence 

presence of all the legal heirs of plaintiff are necessary in this suit. But 
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as already stated above, Jamiron Khatoon or her legal heirs and Jamal 

Sk. have not been impleaded in this suit. Hence I am of the considered 

opinion that suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties. It is 

pertinent to mention here that the Honorable Apex Court in AIR 1993 

SC 1587 Lakshmi Shankar Harishankar Bhatt –Vs- Yashram 

Basta, as referred by the learned counsel for the plaintiff held that “ 

necessary party without specific finding that the party is a necessary 

party suit cannot be dismissed for non-joinder of necessary party.” It 

appears that the case law referred by the learned counsel for the 

plaintiff is not applicable in this suit as because in the above paras, we 

have specifically found that suit is bad for non-joinder of one Jamal Sk. 

and Jamiron Khatton. Hence I am of the considered opinion that the 

suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties.   

Decision:   Suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties.  

Issue no iv. Whether the plaintiff has right, title, interest over 

the suit land? 

Issue no v. Whether the plaintiff has possession over the suit 

land? 

12. Both the issues are taken together for convenient discussion. In this 

suit, the PW 1 namely Rohijuddin Mandal in his evidence on affidavit 

has deposed that his father Jamal Mandal was the tenant of the 

schedule B land and he was paying the rent to the landlord namely 

Yakub Ali. After death of Yakub Ali, the rent was paid to his two sons 

namely Lokman Ali and Abdur Rahman. PW 1 has further deposed that 

several year back, the schedule A land was eroded in the river bed and 

on re-appearance, the land was recorded as the Khas land. But 

thereafter as per order of SDC dated 6.12.1970, the schedule A land 

measuring 11 Bighas 3 katha 18 lechas was recorded under dag no 710 

khatian no 101. Being the tenant, his father got rayoti khatian over the 

land measuring 1 bigha out of the total 3 bighas of land under khatian 

no 31, dag no 710(O)/1222(N).  The PW 2 Mohed Ali, PW 3 Entaz Ali, 

PW 5 Sofiar Rahman in their evidence on affidavit have corroborated 

the facts stated by PW 1 in his evidence on affidavit. During cross-

examination of PW1, has affirmed their possession over the suit land. 

PW 2 in his cross-examination has deposed that he did not see any rent 
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receipt of the suit land. PW 2 has further deposed that Jamal Mandal 

was a Rayot within 11B 3K 18L of land. PW 3 in his cross-examination 

has affirmed the fact that predecessor of defendant had given rayoti 

right to the father of plaintiff. PW 5 in his cross-examination has 

deposed that he had seen the rent receipts given by Jamal Mandal to 

Lokman Ali and Abdur Rahman. PW 5 has further deposed that he does 

not know if the name of Jamal Mandal was recorded in the Rayoti patta. 

Further PW 6 namely Moktar Ali, official witness from the office of S.O. 

Dhubri in his evidence has deposed that Exhibit 1 was issued from the 

office of S.O. Dhubri. PW 6 and PW 7 Saiful Islam have deposed that 

the land measuring 4 bighas out of the total land measuring 11B 3K 

18L covered by dag no 710 khatian no 101 was recorded in the name 

of Rustom Ali, Jamal Mandal and Jamal Sk on the basis of oral purchase. 

On the other hand, DW 1 Abdul Kuddus Mandal, DW 2 Ebrahim Khalil 

and DW-3 Eshahaque Mandal in their evidence on affidavit have 

supported the facts stated in the W.S. DW-1 in his evidence on affidavit 

has deposed that the suit land originally belonged to Eakub Ali, Lokman 

Ali and Abdul Rahman and after their death the defendants inherited 

the said land covered by tauzi No.294/261 which was later on converted 

to khatiyan No.101 and dag No.710. The defendants have been 

possessing the suit land since long and the plaintiff does not have any 

right, title over the same. During cross-examination DW-1 has deposed 

that Hussain Ali Bepari was one of the riots in the land covered by 

khatiyan No.101 and after his death the land was inherited by his legal 

heirs. DW-1 has stated that his father and uncles instituted a civil suit 

against Hussain Ali in respect of land covered by dag No.710. DW-1 has 

denied the fact that they did not get the decree in the suit instituted by 

his father and uncle. Jamal Mandal did not pay any rent to his father 

and grandfather. DW-1 has further denied the possession of plaintiff 

over the suit land. It appears that DW-2 & DW-3 in their evidence on 

affidavit have mostly reiterated the facts stated by DW-1. During cross-

examination DW-2 has deposed that Eakub Ali Munsi was the original 

khatiyandar of the suit land. After death of Eakub Ali Munsi, Lokman Ali 

Mondal and Abdur Rahman Mondal became the Jotdar. DW-2 has 

stated that in the year 1985 one suit was instituted in respect of the 
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disputed land but he does not know who were the parties of this suit. 

On 27.10.2010 the land record was corrected in their names as per 

order of the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court. DW-2 denied the fact that 

they do not have possession over the suit land. DW-3 in his cross-

examination has deposed that his grandfather Hazi Eakub Munsi was 

the original Jotdar of the suit land. The khatiyan No.261 was later on 

converted to khatiyan No.101 comprising dag No.728/767 and 710. 

DW-3 has stated that there is 11B-3K-18Ls. of land under dag No.710. 

DW-3 has stated that after death of Eakub Munsi, his sons namely 

Abdul Rahman Mondal and Lokman Mondal did not collect the rents 

from the riots. DW-3 has further deposed that the land record was 

corrected on 11.11.2010 as per order of the Hon’ble Gauhati High 

Court. DW-3 has further denied all the suggestions put to him.    

13. Now, in this suit, as already stated above, the plaintiff has claimed the 

right of rayot over the schedule B land on the basis of inheritance. The 

PW 1 has stated that his father Jamal Mandal was a tenant under Yakub 

Ali and after his death rent was paid to his sons. However from the 

evidence of official witness it is seen that the land measuring 4 bighas 

out of the schedule A land was recorded in the name of Jamal Mandal, 

Jamal Sk. and Rustom Ali on the basis of oral sale. The evidence of 

official witness as well as Exhibit 1, 2 are totally silent as to the fact 

that the Jamal Mandal acquired the schedule B land as tenant from his 

father. Thus, it is apparent that the testimony of PW 1 and other non-

official witnesses are not corroborated by the documentary evidence, 

rather the ocular evidence and documentary evidence are found to be 

totally contradictory as regards the acquisition of schedule B land by 

the predecessor of plaintiffs.  

14. Further, in order to prove the payment of rent to the sons of Yakub Ali, 

the PW 1 has exhibited the revenue receipts as Exhibit 3, 4 and 5. 

However the plaintiff has not taken any steps for production of the 

counter folio of the said exhibited documents. Moreover there is no 

endorsement in the Exhibit 3,4, and 5 that those were issued in respect 

of paying the land revenues of the suit land to the sons of original 

khatiandar namely Yakub Munsi. Thus I am unable to believe that the 
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father of plaintiff was using the schedule B land as tenant by paying 

rents to the landlord.   

15. Again, it is the claim of plaintiff that the entire A schedule land including 

the B schedule land eroded in the river bed and on re-appearance, the 

father of present plaintiff got his name recorded as Rayot over 1 bigha 

3 kathas of land out of total 3 bighas of land. However, there is nothing 

in the record to show as to how the plaintiff’s father became the tenant 

of the suit land after it emerged out of the river bed. There is also 

nothing in the record to prove that the original as well as the substituted 

plaintiffs have been possessing the suit land as tenant.  

16. Now from the above discussion, it has become clear that the plaintiff 

has failed to prove their right of rayot and possession over the suit land 

by adducing any documentary evidence and hence I am of the 

considered opinion that plaintiff does not have right, title and 

possession over the suit land. 

Decision: Plaintiff does not have right, title and possession 

over the suit land.  

Issue no vi. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the reliefs as 

prayed for?  

17. The plaintiff has filed this suit praying for a decree declaring his right, 

title and interest over the suit land, confirmation of possession and 

permanent injunction.  But in view of the decisions in the foregoing 

issues, I have arrived at the considered opinion that plaintiff is not 

entitled to the reliefs as prayed for. 

Decision: Plaintiff is not entitled to the reliefs as prayed for.                           

                                                    ORDER 

20 In view of the above discussions, plaintiff’s suit is dismissed on contest 

without cost. It is held that plaintiff is not entitled to the reliefs as 

prayed for.  

21 Prepare the decree accordingly. 

22 Given under the hand and seal of this court on this 8th day of May, 2019 

at Bilasipara, Dhubri.  

 

(Smt. Mridusmita Hazarika)                          

Munsiff, Bilasipara, Dhubri 
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                                       APPENDIX 

1. Plaintiff’s witnesses:  

PW1: Rohijuddin Mandal. 

PW2: Mohed Ali. 

PW3: Entaz Ali. . 

PW 5: Sofiar Ali. 

PW 6: Moktar Ali.(Official) 

PW7: Saiful Alom(Official). 

2. Exhibits of plaintiff: 

Exhibit 1 & 2: Certified copy of final Khatian  

Exhibit 3,4&5: Rent receipts. 

Exhibit 6: Rayoti Katcha khatian no 31. 

Exhibit 7: Certified copy of Jamabandi. 

Exhibit 8: Certified copy of judgment in SA no 4/98. 

Exhibit 9: Certified copy of order in T.Ex. case no 2/10. 

Exhibit 10: Certified copy of petition in T.Ex. case no 2/10. 

3. Defendant’s witnesses:  

DW1: Abdul Kuddus Mandal. 

DW2: Ebrahim Khalil. 

DW3: Eshahaque Mandal. 

4. Exhibits of defendant: 

Exhibit A: Draft Jamabandi. 

Exhibit B: Land holding certificate. 

Exhibit C: Certified copy of judgment in TA 27/1995. 

Exhibit D: Myadi patta no 124. 

Exhibit E: Revenue receipt. 

 

 

 

 (Smt. Mridusmita Hazarika) 

                                                                     Munsiff, Bilasipara, Dhubri 

 

 

 


